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TEE INTERPRETATION OF, NDEMBU RITUAL ACTION 

In this a.rticle, :( hope to cast dou"Qts upon the prevalent assessment 
"of Turner's work by anthropologists .which,. .whila,t criticising his. 

orientation i.n his interpretations of Ndembu..ritualaction, judges his 
method to be corre,ct. I therefore a ttempta cri tical review of Turner 's 
method in which my concern is to demonstrate how certain of his basic 
theories on the nature of ri tualsymbols derive from the usage of a construct 
which is inappropriate to a. study:of the 'meaning' of ritual symbols. In 
the second section, I examine the cdevei6pment of Turner's 'bi-polarityof 
reference' theory, the origins of which are different from those of the 
theories examined in the first section. In the final section of this 
article, I attempt a re-interpretation of the purely observational 
components of the 'bi-polarity of reference' theory, on the basis of 
which I suggest a new type of interpretation of Ndembu ritua! action. 

TURNER'S METHOD 

The constru.ct which Turner presents as the 'meaning' of the ritual 
symbol is a type of 'gestalt'. Such 'a construct can possess only two 
properties: content and boundary. On. the subject of content, Turner's 
ideas are more co~sistent than ontne subject of boundary. ;Hence, as the 
content of the 'gestalt' he consistently envisages symbolic objects, 
symbolic actions and cultural beliefs. Such an analysis therefore proceeds 
by noting and collating the following classes of data: 

(i)	 the symbolic objects and actions which occur in proximity to one
 
another within a ritual performance;
 

(ii)	 cultural beliefs associated with the above symbolic objects and
 
actions, achieved by means of the collection of indigenous exegesis
 
of their usage;
 

(iii)	 a further set of symbolic objects and actions, occurring within the
 
same and different types of ritual, which indigenous informants
 
relate, by means of exegetical statements, to the first set of
 
symbolic objects and actions;
 

(iv)	 a .further set of cultural beliefs associated with this second set of
 
symbolic objects and actions; etc.
 

Immediately it becomes apparent that, unless we wish to establish
 
the boundary of the 'gestalt' by means of a criterion unrelated to its
 
content, only two boundaries deriving from the nature of the content
 
present themselves·
 

1)	 The inclusion of classes (i) and (ii) and exclusion of classes (iii)
 
and (iv) within the. 'gestalt', so that the 'gestalt' contains only
 
,juxtaposed. symbolic' objects and actions and the beliefs associated
 
with them.; or
 

2)	 The duplication of the procedures adopted above an infinite number of 
times. In this alternative,we can either conceive of the boundary 
of the 'gestalt' as enclosing the totality of Ndembu symbolic objects 
and actions and the ,beliefs associated with each object and action or, 
regarding such a boundary as co-terminous with a construct of 'culture', 

. conceive of the boundary of the 'gestalt 'as the boundary of the 
culture. . 

For the sake of brevity, I shall term these two constructs (1) 'the
 
finite content-bounded 1gestalt" and (2) the 'infinite content-bounded
 
'gestalt".
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In the case of'.tl1e f,iJ;li te OQntent~boundeq, 'gestalt', suoh a construct 
has its uses if we then'argue that an objective of ritual action is the 
creation, or maintenance, of such a 'gestalt '. For, since.sets of 
symbolic actions 'and obje'cts' vary-between' different types of ritual, we 
can' then argue that different ri tualsmaintain different 'gestalten', 
whioh endure, in the minds·· of the ritual actors, 'for a short period of 
time after the' termination of·· the ri tual.. We can now apply this idea to 
Turner's most extensively documented example ofa 'gestalt':· the mudyi 
symbolism within the Nkang'a ritual, first analysed by Turner in' 'Symbols 
in NdembuRitual' (Turner: '1967 :20-5). . . . 

Turner notes that the mUQyi symbol eXhibitsbi~olarity of reference, the 
tWO:r'eferents being: breast.;,feeding and relationships between matrikin 
(fellow.,.villagers). ThemuQyi 'symbol therefore asserts an identity 
between two di screte areas of expe:r'ience':' the situation of breast-feeding 
and relationships between fellow-villagers. The Nkang'a ritual is not 
performed in response to a crisis situation, hence the objective of 
maintaining such a 'gestalt' must be to deal with a situation which is 
endemic to relationships between fellow';"villagers.' I suggest that, if 
Nkang'ais performed in a village split by factionalism, 'a oharacteristic 
of ',long-established' Ndembu villages;.'such a 'gastalt' stresses the 
mutual interdependence of fellow-villagers in opposition to the inde
pendence of two or more groups of more closely related matrikin'within the 
village from one another, which-is the manifestation of factionalism. 

Mutual interdependence is a property which is perceptually manifest 
within the 'breast-feeding' area of experience, but which constitutes a 
conceptual property, variable through time, of the 'relationships between 
fellow-villagers' area of experience. Hence, accepting the type of 
interpretation which I have presented; the ritual symbol is here seen to 
'structure' one area of experience by means of a property perceptually 
manifest within another area of experience. 

The utility of the finite content-bounded 'gestalt' thus consists in 
the differentiation which is achieved through its usage between different 
types of ritual, the 'cognitive structures' of which closely resemble one 
another. 'Cognitive structures' refers to an aspect of the Ndembu ritual 
system entirely neglected by Turner. Briefly, if we correlate compat
ibilities and incompatibilities demonstrated by :r'itual action between 
juxtaposed ritual objects, we discern that these objects are arranged 
into a system of symbol classes, co-members of which are substituted for 
one another'within rituals. The fourfold system of classes discerned 
expresses the fourfold system of social and supernatural categories based 
upon the two oppositions of 'male '/'female , and 'fertile'/'infertile'. 
The 'cognitive structure' of all Ndembu rituals is then seen to be the 
spatial separation of symbolic representations of the 'fertile' and 
'infertile' conceptual categories, most' clearly discerned in the 
'casting out'. of the patient, or 'ritual subject', designated 'infertile', 
from amongst the social group, de,signated 'fertile'.) For example, if we 
consider the 'gestalt' maintained 'by the hrokula symbol within the Nkula 
ritual (Turner: 1968: 82-7), the cognitive structure of which closely 
corresponds to that of Nkang'a, we discern that it·is 'not merely 
different from the mUdyi 'gestalt', butnon~comparable.withit. We can 
argue that the mukula symbol 'structures' the area of experience of the 
woman who menstruates by means of properties perceptually manifest within 
the area of experience of the man who hunts., ThuS, it can be argued that 
the mukula 'gestalt"maintains the dual division of 'fertile' sexual 
categories by maintaining that an item which cannot be classified within 
the one - the menstruating woman - must be classified within the other 
the male (hunter) social category. 
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My criticism of the usage of the finite content-bounded 'gestalt' 
construct in the interpretation of titualaction is merely that it reflects 
ihespecific characteristics of the crisis situation existing prior to 
ritual 'performance and does not illuminate how Ndembu represent crisis 
situations in general as the existence of the 'infertile' in the midst 
ofthe'fertile'~ a representation which can be discerned only by means 

,'of an exainination of the morphology of symbol classes e:nd the re
distribution of members of these 'classes between spatial categori,:es 
within the ritual performance. However, this is a criticism of orientation 
and not of method, and therefore not strictly relevant in the present 
context.' " 

Turner does not use a finitecontent-bounded"gestalt' construct, 
rather his. 'gestalt' construct exhibits a confusion between the infinite 
content-bounded 'gestalt' which, as I have·$.rgued, can only mean the 

'. totali ty of cuIturalbeliefs associated with ri tual action and, hence, 
'culture' 'or 'society' itself, and the bounding of the 'gestalt' by means 

.ofa criterion -'dominance' - unrelated to its content. The infinite 
content-bounded 'gestalt' construct implies that the appearance of a symbol 
in one type of ritual 'recalls', in the minds of the indigenous actors, 
its appearance in another type of ritual. The supposition is valid given 
certain qualifications. For example, the 'gestalten' created by ritual 
performances are subject to erosion through time, otherwise we cannot 
argue that an objective of ritual action is their maintenance. Given the 
nature of ~aembu cult organisation (the eX61usion of women from men's 
cults and 'vice versa'; adeptness of adult Ndembu in one or two types 
of ritual only; travelling of adult Ndembu great distances in order to 
attend rituals performed by their own cult) it is obvious that no 
individual can be aware of all the contexts, throughout the ritual system, 
in which a single symbol appears; and that the previous types' of ritual 
attended by each member of a social group within which a ritual is being 
performed will be different, hence the context in which the same symbol 
has last been apparent to each member of the group will be different, so 
that the context 'recalled' will vary with each individual ritual actor. 
Therefore, the appearance of'a symbol in one type of ritual can neither be 
said to 'recall' all the contexts wi thin which it appears throughout the 
ritual system, nor can it be said to 'recall' the same context in another 
type of ritual for every ritual actor. 

If we argue that the appearance ofa symbol'in one type of ritual 
'recalls' its appearance in another type of ritual, it is then possible to 

.arb'Ue that the other symbolic objects with which the first is juxtaposed 
in the other type of ritual are therefore 'recalled' by the appearance of 
the first symbol in the contemporary ritual performance. If we then 
regard the 'ineaning'of ritual symbols as existing on the level of the set 
of juxtaposed symbolic objects, it becomes possible to argue that the 
meaning which is 'recalled' is different from the meaning which is mani
fest in the contemporary ritual performance. However, we must bear in 
mind that' the 'recalled' meanings vary with each ritual· actor arid that no 
individual ritual actor can 'recall' all such meanings which the single 
sjrnbolcan be said to possess throughout the ritual system•. The only 
sen,sein which all such meanings can be said to be 'recalled' within a 
single ritual performance is a collective one: between them, ,the total 

.ritual assembly could 'recall' all such meanings. But it would here be 
. methodologically incorrect to argue that all s~ch meanings constitute the 

reference 'of a single symbol, so that the single symbol 'recalls' the 
totality of indigenous 'culture' or 'society', because the 'gestalt' 
construct refers toa collection of items existing within the minds of 
indigenous actors, an attribute which such an 'extended' reference of the 
ritual symbol does not possess. 
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Therefore,the,.only sense in which the 'recall' notion implicit in the 
infinite content-bounded 'gestalt' construct is applicable reduces to a 
matter of indiyiduaJ;yariabi1ity. Since, ,4n an analysis of the types of 
common alterations which are effected within individual Ndembu by means of 
xitual performance, such individual variability must be di~counted, the 
usage of an in:fini te c~mtent-bounded I gestalt' is seen to' be, methodolo
gicaily incorrect, sinqe the notic:m of 'recall' implioi t in such,a 
construct reduces to such individualvariability~Howeveriit ,is on this 
:very notion of 'recall', that Turnerba,ses his theory of ritu~l symbolism: 

Ii • • even though only a . single designation of that symbol is situationally 
manifest, the 'penumbra' of latent senses to be manifest in other 
'positional' combinations is nevertheless present.".(Turner: 1969a: 13). 

In Turner's terminology, 'positional combination' refers to the single 
context in which, a symbol :is juxtaposed with other symbols, anq. . 
'positional meaning' ~efers to the I!leaning of the,.object-set (set of 
juxtaposed symbols) in ,a single. 'positional cOI.llbinatign,', Which is 
regarded as co-terrnir;tou s with th~,meaning.of any; single. symbol wi thin it. 
Since, within the totality of Ndembu rituals, virtua~ly every type of 
Symbolic object appears juxtaposed with almost every other type of 
symbolic object, Turner ~s fqrced to impos~ ar~striction upon the number 
of positional ,combinations,. or object-set;3,. which he will consider in his 
analysis of ,the ritual system, the totality of .v~h~ch, ;,he argues, 
constitutesthe 'total' meaning of any single, syIDbo1. 

! . • 

The criterion which he adopts is that of .'dominance'. VVhenhe first 
introduces the criterion (Turner: 1962:70), it cis manifestly based upon 
the extent of ritUal action directed ata ritual symbol within a ritual 
performance or part of a ritual performance. However, subsequent 
definitions equate this criterion with that of 'relating to supernatural 
beings or forces': 

" •• dominant symbols are closely associated:with nonempirica1 beings •• 
nonempirica1 powers or ltinds of efficacy." (Turner: 1967=31) 

The criterion is therefore. applied by means of noting association with 
supernatural beings thXough exegetical remarks or· observation which 
suggests that 'protective inf1uence •• is believed to emanate over everyone 
involved' (Turner: 1962: 70) from the symbolic object or object-set. 

As might be expected, the construct arrived at .by means of the 
infinite content-bounded 'gestalt' and the 'dominance' crite:rion is a 
haphazard co11eqtion of objects, actions and beliefs which bears little 
relation, 'on the one hand, to representations eXisting within the minds 
of indigenous actors or, on the other hand, to a consistent set of 
properties of symbolic objects selected by the anthropologist. Yet, 
rather 'than Elcrutinize the method by means of which the construct is 
arrived at, Turner proceeds to regard these 'properties' of ritual symbols 
as empirical realities and to explain their role in efficacious ritual 
performance, rather than to regard them merely as the inevitable 
conclusions of a confused and inappropriate methodology. 

The 'dominance' criterion does not alter the bound,ary of Turner's 
'gestalt' construct,a1though it is used to locate the boundary. The 
bounda.ry remains infinite. The reduction of the number of positional 
combinations to be taken into account which he achieves by means of the 
criterion merely allows plausible exposition of the 'gestalt' construct. 
He .is therefore able to use the 'property' of the infinite content
bounded 'gestalt' - that the reference of a single symbol can be said to be 
the totality of cultural beliefs associated with ritual action - and 
argue that this construct is co-terminous with 'culture' and 'society': 
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".'.ritual custom.'.is the concentration of custoin, its refined extract as 
it were." (Turner: '1968: 23) 

.J. 

, ,He then develops the idea tha t ''the 'meanings', of' dominant' symbols, 
comprise a haphazard collection of conflicting and mutually incompatible 
object's, actions and beliefs 'in two ways. Firstly, 'he argUes that the 
role of such a 'phenomenon' is the achievement of paradox. Paradox 
achieves a form of 'dereglement' in the minds of the ritualactors which 
.temporarily breaks through the 'hahitual patterns formed by secular custom, 

"rational, thinking and common sense' and inducesrel1.gious experience
 
(Turner: 1962 :85-6). '
 

" , Secondly, Turner relates this incompatibility between the various 
'meanings' (positional meanings) which he attributes to the same dominant 
symbol to incompatibility between the principles of residential 
affiliation (matriliny and virilocalresiderice) :which he presents in 
'Schism and Continuit;yin an Af:r'ican Society',' and,therepy, to a conflict 
of loyalties for the individual Ndembubetween the two sets of kin 

, involved. He then regards this I conflict', between structural' principles 
as a majorc.ause ,of the crisis simation which impels iitu~l performance. 
The 'dominant synrbol'isthen regarded as effi'cacious in reducing the 
incompatibility perceived by indigenous actors betwe~n the structural ' 
principles because it cloaks the multiplicity of conflicting I'll Ie s with the 
apparent unity of their symbolic representation. ' 

He' then combines the two 'properties' of the dominant symbol, that it 
expresses the totality of 'tribal custom' or 'society' and that it 
achieves the unitary representation 'or expression of roultiple conflicting 
ru1est byarguing'that, not only does the dominant symbol achieve the 
unitary representation of multiple conflicting structural principles, but 
that it:'re~socializes' the ritual actors by impressing upon them the 
totality of Ndembu tribal custom or 'oultUre'. Hence, the "conflict ' is 

,not merely disguised by means of the ,unitary representation of the 
conflicting rules,i,t is,asit were, 'submerged' beneath the totality of 
Ndembu culture, set against which it becomes insignificant: 

" .~'the ••dOIilinant;symbol ~ • in' i te aggregate of meanings ,stands for unity 
and continuity of the widest Ndembu society, embracing its contradictions." 
(Turner: 1967: 46). ' 

Hopefully I have demonstrated, in this 'section of the article, how Turner's 
most, basic theories on the nature of ritual symbols are derived from a 
series of illogicalities generated by a method which is inadequate for the 
tasks which he undertakes. ' 

THE 'BI-POLARITY OF REFERENCE" THEORY 

lV"Jyreasonfor dismissing Turner's theory of thebi-polarity of 
, reference of ritual symbols, indePendently in this section is that, unlike 

the theories of symbolism discussed in the last se6tion~ it dqes not 
deri~efrom the properties of the 'type of 'gestalt"construcf'used by 
Turner~ Rather the bi-polarity of reference theory can be viewed as an 
observation which is interpreted and developed by means of a Freudian 
concept of personality. 

,,' ," Exegetical texts collected by Turner r~veal that Ndembu as~ociate
 

, ri t:ua1symbols with body fluids and emissions ,such as plood" semem,
 
",:faeces et,c.' From this observation, Turnercon61udesthat, 'whe'niihe symbols 

assbcia ted with these body fluids' and emissions appear in ri tual, they 
,'recall', for the ritual actors, the nonwritualsituations inwhich they 
commonly occur. Turner's development of this idea is carried Qut in terms 

, .. 
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of his earliest ,theoretical orientatiom an at,t.empt ·to inoorp,o.rate a
 
Freudian view of· personality into Gluckman's 'Rituals of Rebellion'
 
thesis (Gluolonan:'1954: 1963). Conscious of the shortoomings of Gluck

man's location of the source of 'confliot' in ritual - between sooial
 
groups or categories - 'l'urner locates thla souroeof such conflict within
 
the individual psyoije,between the 'socialised 'and'unsoclalised' aspects
 
of the l?~rs6naJityand e,llyiSages a' transference of affec.t' from the
 
latter :tio the fOrmer withi:n the ritual performance:
 

, . , . 

1IJ; would like to postulate that· the .whole strength,of the rElbe11ious
 
affElct which is relElasEld in and through thEl ritual is transferred to the
 
•official' social ordElr, not mElrely purged a:nd .allowed,: as,· it, were, to
 
Elvaporate." (TurnElr: 1955: 53-4). '
 

IIl'Schism andContinuitY',TurneraPl?lies .thEl Freudiall hopion to his
 
own NdElmbu material:
 

"Ritualis the~ocialmechanismby which a group is purgeq, of the anarchic
 
and. d'isruptive impulsElswhi9h threeten its CrtlCiaJ. norms' and VaiUElS4
 
These impulses arEl ,present in thema.jority of its member..sand come
 

,dange;r:ouslynear to overt expresf;Jion ifthEl:r:~ has belen a long seriEls of
 
quarrels between itsmembers~" (Turner: 1957: 124) •. ··. " . ,
 

He now takes the existence of body fluids and emissions amongst the 
referents of ritual symbols'as evidenoefor this formulation: 

"At one pole (of the ritual' symbol' e.IDlaaning) .therEl is a: c:t,:uster of
 
referents to organic a,nd physiological phenomena;, at the other, a cluster
 
of referents to the norms and val,pes of society•• i t is the socially
 
recognised organic poae of reference that appears to rouse feelings and
 
impulses in the'Ndembu ritual situa,tion•• the.emotions, which, as psycho

analysts. have shown, may, often be connected with. i1licit~ and socially .
 
reprobated irppulses •• are. purified by their association with morality and
 
law. It is as though the ',energy' qf virtue flowed from organic and
 
primitive sourceS, though thE;!origihal, goals of the drives WElre altered••
 
In this way thEl obligatory.is made desirablEl, anq. thEl dElsirab:Laallowed a
 
lElgi timatel outlet. Again it would SElElm that the needs of thEl indiv:/.dual
 
biopsychi,pal.()rgani13m andthEl nEleds of sopiety, in manyrespec:t;$ opposed,
 

, come to terms with one another j,n the master-symbols of Ndembu society•• 
what can be shown to be infantile murderous andcannibalistio impulses are 
transmuted into zeal on bElhalf of certain moral imperatives and legal 
rules:." (Turner: 1968: 18..,19).,' . 

, . The relationship which Turner posits betwE;!en the' 'organic' referents 
of the ritual symbol and drive reduction cannot b~ proven orq.isproven 
within the limits of anthropological compEltence.But what is clear about the 
theory is that it is dElveloped in isolation from Turner's own ethnographic 
material, then imposed upon 'his own material at a later date.' ThEl most 
apt type of· criticism of ,$ucha formu,la,tion is,. therefore, an analysis of 

. these 'organic' referents of ri:tit1a~sYlllbols which is independent of any 
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Turnel;' assigns to thEl~~ " In the next secti.on of thisartic;te I attempt 
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of his earliest ,theoretical orientatiom an at,t.empt ·to inoorp,o.rate a 
Freudian view of· personality into Gluckman's 'Rituals of Rebellion' 
thesis (Gluolonan:'1954: 1963). Conscious of the shortoomings of Gluck
man's location of the souroe of 'confliot' in ritual - between sooial 
groups or categories - 'l'urner locates thla source of such confliot within 
the individual psycije, between the 'socialised 'and'unsoclalised' aspects 
of the p~rs6naJityand e,llyiSages a 'transference of affec.t' from the 
latter :tio thefo;rmer vd thi:n the ritual performance: 

, . , . 

":1; would like to postulate that· the . whole strength of the rebe11ious 
affect which is released in and through the ritual is transferred to the 
'official' social order, not merely purged a:ndallowed, as,· it were, to 
evaporate." (Turner: 1955: 53-4). . 

IIl'Schism and Continuity', Turner applies .the Freudiall hopion to his 
own Ndembu material; 

"Ritualis the~ocialmechanism by which a group is pur geq, of the anarchic 
and. d'isruptive impulsesvihi9h threaten its crilciaJ. norms' and Vai1,leS4 
'l'heseimpulses are .presentin thema.jority of its member .. sand come 

. dange;r:ouslynear to overtexpresfjion ifthe:r:~ has beens long series of 
quarrels between its members." (Turner: 1957: 124) •. ··. .' . . 

He now takes the existence of body fluids. and emissions amongst the 
referents of ritual symbols'as evidenoefor this formulation: 

"At one pole (of the ritual' symbol' emlaaning) .there is a: c:t,:uster of 
referents to organic a,nd physiological phenomena;. at the other, a cluster 
of referents to the norms and valJ.les of society •• i t is thesociaJ,.ly 
recognised organic poie of reference·that appears·:t;prouse feelings and 
impulses in the' Ndembu ritual situa,tion •• the.emo.tions, which, as psycho
analysts. have shown, may. often be connected with. i1licit~ and socially . 
reprobated irppulses •• are, purified by their association with morality and 
law. It is as though the ',energy' qf virtue flowed from organic and 
primitive sourceS, though thE;!origihal goals pf the drives were altered •• 
In this way the obligatory.is made desirable, anq. the desirab:taallowed a 
legitimate outlet. Again it would seem that the needs of the individual 
biopsychi,pal'(Jrgani13m and the needs of so piety, in many respects opposed, 

. come to. terms with one an9ther :i,n the master-symbols of Ndembu society •• 
what can be shown to. be infantile murderous and cannibalistic impulses are 
transmuted into zeal on behalf of certain moral imperatives and legal 
rules:." (Turner: 1968: 18..,1.9) •. ' . 

, " The . relationship. which Turner posits b.e ~een the', organic 'referents' 
of the ritual symbol and drive reduction cannot b,e proven or.4.isproven 
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"thetw,o foods is related to the oppOsition befu'veen iirJ1abited' and 
'uninhabited'" territory, since cassava is gr'o\m ih''inhabited' territory 
Cthestream.side~'and ,the periphery of the vil1age)anda:nimal' meat is 
hunted in 'uninhabited' territory (the busV). The white/red opposition 

,of the "eolours ofthetwb food's is also, I suggest; used in ritual to 
, 'expf!e~s 'the :o1?position, between. irlhabi'tedand iUlinhabited territo'ry. 

" .' . ," 
;. t' 

, " . ·Tur.he!"rrot'es' tha:t 'Ndembti associate bbdyf'luidsand emissiohs with
 
-specific co[Lours or,· combinations of colours (furrier, 1967'~-74"'9). The
 
only,'fluids andernis'sions associated with the' colours red and white or the 

','coloiJr' combipa-,tilon"I'El'd+white'are:" thec"S'emen 'of a fertile man and 
. breast milk. 'Hence, we caniconclilde that Ndel'l1bu &6soc1ate- foods' and 
fluids and emissions which occur in a reprodu'ctiv~ oontext-with the
 
coloUrs red and white. Conversely, we can argue that the colours red
 
and-white, used in a' ritual' 'context~idehbte reprod:uctive'and nutritive
 

:physiological' functions 0 " ,-, ' ' 

Other ," body fluids and emissions are' asscYciated with the cOlour black, 
'or combinations of, black with red or white-. t·l:l.st thesea.ssociations. 

semen/urine of, sorcerers .' red4-black' ' 
menstrual" blood "red+black,

, leprosy pus white+black' 
venereal disease disoharge white+black 
faeces , black' 

,Since the colour black denotes the ana.lfunctian; the colour combinations
 
"red+black'>~nd 'white+black 'denote an :intermingling, or 'confusion', of
 
'reproductive/nutritive. and anal ,physiological functions.' ,Furthermore, the
 

-fluids and eriiissionsassociated with the 'ted+blaCk' and'white+black' colour 
cornbinatiorisare·themselves associa:te'd,byNdembu,with'iinfertility or 
sterility. The menstruating woman is 'regarded as-temporarily infertile, 
therefore-she is secluded in a hut on the' outside of the Village, hut 

'circleandprohib:ttedfrom enterino the Village or~cassavagarderts, so 
,:that the fertile/infertile conceptual opposition is maintained ispatially. 
'Soroerersareregardedas stertle , (Turner: 1953: i15) ~ I.eprof3Y is 
associated .with themakishi dancers; who represent male'sorc'erers in ritual, 
and ,the secluded male ri tu:alsubject, alSo regarded as' 'infertile!', since 

, the contracting of leprosy is 'believsd, taresul t from" 'fertile' social 
da tegories approaching the se two' infertile 'silpernaturaF'andsocial 
categories. Venereal disease inhibits procreation.' ' 

Hence, the 'infertile' conceptual category, ~mbolicrepresentations 

of which 'are 'cast out' of the village by means of ritual action, is 
", associated with the confusion of arial·and reproduc'tive/riutritive 
'physi'olbgioal 'functions and is riegatively,evaluat~d.Onthe other hand, 
the1fertile t. conceptualcategoi'lyis associated with reproductive' and 
nutri'tive,physlological functi!o'ns and is positivelyevaluated.'This 
leaves us ,with '8" conceptual'categoryfilssooiatea wi'\;hthe'analfunction, 
which is neutrally evalua ted:an.dre'presented,iri ritual, 'by means of 'black' 
symbols •. - ' . , , '. 

,The only, u sage of tblack' ·in Ndembu rifuals ih'isola.tioh from other 
colours is in the Nkang 'a ritual' after' the bride' -arid groom' have" s lept with 
one another for the first time.'" The fol'1owing:morning; 'ptebes'o£ black 
tnalowa{river mud) are' placed in· frorit: ofithe'entran'ces'of' every hut in the 
village (Turner" 1968,260). Hence, -indigenous thoUght 1s he'r'e' structuring 

, the area of experience of the :relationship:\bet'Ween' bride:'and' groom by
 
means. \Of the" 'defecation', areae,f, experience). 'r s-uggestthatthe property
 
of the latter area of experience which is perceptually manifest is the
 
privacy surrounding defecation. Bride and groom, until this first act of
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.; :interyourse, 'haveb,ad a r,elationship' which, has existed only :tn·a. publio 
qonte:lCt, so that the use 9f.th~ fdefecation'analogu's at thispdint in ..,"- : 

their. relationships,tress~s the new private behavioural' context'.;. 
':.. ' ... 

,.(;:' We oan, ;th~~~fore.' compe.re t:he';pI'iva:bel behav.iouraloontext which is, 
•.,lspgg~,st,.d!3~q:te.d;.'bY;'ithe ,u.s~; o!·.,'Q],e,ok.' .. symbols (w;i;~hthe }·.publllc' 

context of distribution and consumption of ~ood (Turner: 1957: 31-2). 
It, can::?il:ow' be ,~.r€i!l~dt~t the'use. oired. and· white:symholsdenotes a 
I :pub~.io' .behayi9ure.,1 QOIltext., whicn is.,.positively: ·evalLua ted,. and . tha t the 
use :0£ blaoksymbols.<Q..eno¢~s a .. 'pr~V'ate '·behayJLoural; context, whioh is 

-" ~.' 

neutral:I.y e:valua:t~d...m:t:J.e"nega;tiv,elyevaluated !o0.hceptuaL category of the 
'J 'i~fert,ile"',,9an therefore:b.e:i.n:\ierp:ret.ed as the: confusi,on:' of', the· two 

be:havi01,1r~;L;;oonteJl;ts,,,.,,,, -",f .,. . ',. '.'. } .·i. 

L . : 

1 .' '. : ~ignifica~ny,·the, wajor~ty· of the crisis situations wi thin' the 
Ndembu village recorded by Turner which wer·e.redre'ssed bymeans·of ritual 
performance had their origins in quarrels over the distribution of meat • 

,. " . ~ch quarrel~ orj.gip.!3-.te.; from the "situation of the :hunter making 
pr,~ferenti"l:J.;distriputi.ons of meat in. private' to:hisclosekin whilst 
custom stresses the public nature of distribution of meat, so that private 
and publio behaviou!'alcontexts are he:re confused; 'or;~heyoriginate from 
the hunter consuming:;his :tkill l in the bush and clairtuing bad duok in 
hunting on his re=tlJrn to, the village, whilst custom, stresses' the publio 
nature ofconsumptiqn o:rmeat, another· confusion of. private ,and public 
behavioural oontexts (Turner: 1957: 31-2). 

4B"ljl~a,rni!J:a tiqn of l?ymb9J;ization.inNdembu rituals revealstha t 
;s~b()~ic":objepts associ~:t;e(twi th the! colour ,conibinations,'red.:rblack' or 

.' . twnH~+bllilclc;t ~rElI C~f3t Qujil.,afth\3sQcial group, during the' ritual 
,- . . ,:per~·opnanc~. i v~~c&!;l..therElfore :j;nterpret ,these ritual actions as ,the 

. :symbol~c l'e,mQv:alof the 100nf'l,lsiona of privateand'public behavioural 
... contexys wh:ich>c~mstitu~e the .indigenous paradigm of theorisis situation. 

Fur1;herI(lore., ~ince;t,h~:,~ .r:Ltual is'l,11;>ject' is 'also Icast out I of: the group, 
de,signa'ted '~:rlfert:ilel.and a;ssooiated with 'white+black! or'red+black l 

·.,colou;n;comb~:pa tions,we can a;rgue that the ..'plural,i ty of behavioural 
,.confusions qommi ted.qymore tharj.one member of the ,group, therefore 

'dif:f:l;ls,ed'. throu,gho1,1tthe ,group"are"fooused' . 011 t.projected"onto the 
ri tu·alsubjec,t.. ;The,unitt;lq location. of. the behaviouial confusions within 
the:I;'i tulit:!;. Sl,lb,ject'and' casting:ou.t' of the "ritual SUbject from the group 

".	 ~herefore'corj.v;j.Ac,es ."the~itualas$ewbly that the group has 'been 'purged ' 
of the behavio~rl;ll:conftlsionswhi:chconstitute the. indigenousrepre.. 
sentation of the crisis situation, so that the crisis situation is 
redrljl,ssed;..;"". 

. ,'. " 

. . J;nterma9fthis interpretation,thepatholbgicaL condi tion 'of the 
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.; :interyeurse, ,have had a r,elatienship' which, has existed only :tn·a. publio 
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.: ..... . 
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EVALUATION liUMANORGANISM BEHAVIOUR 
. " 

Positive Reproductive and Appropriate to the 
nutritive functions PUBLIC,context, 

Neutral, 
,. • >.";;" 

,Analfunc tion App~ppriateto the 
PRIVATE context 

." , . 

Confusion of Anal and Confusion of PUBLIC 
Reprodu ctive/Nutritive 'andP~IVATE qontexts
functions	 ..', ' . " 

" Til,a behavioura). a;re:a ot. expera,!3nce ,:i.s ·therefore classified'by ,means of a 
"'perceptual framework derived' .fl;'om the 'orgailic' area, of experience. Thus, 

the" dfstinction 'he~een'repJ;'odu~tiv:e/nutritiveand .anal functions lis 
perceptually manifest, but the distinction between behaviour appropriate 
to the public and private contexts is a purely concept~~l on~ •. Hence, the 
behavioural distinction is maintained by;;:sssc>ciat,;irJ.gthf.# ;pQnfusionof the 
two types of behaviour with the confusion o'f'thi, phys;j.ologicalfUnctions, 
so that the revulsion commonly associated with the latter is transferred 
on to the .:former•. !file reader can: now ",compa1re ,thi's interpretation' of the 
role, of fopds and ;body fluic;e and. emissions; in Ndembu "ritua:l wi·th 'that of 

,Turrier ~'asses~ !or pimself which -interpretation better explains their 
usage. , ',' 

Gordon Geekie~ 
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